
Chad Bennion understand the influence of BIG MONEY on politics and will fight as 
your State Senator to ensure access to the political process by everyday citizens.  

* 

A different kind of campaign.  A different type of Senator for Utah’s Dixie. 
Hard on issues, soft on people.

Our pioneer ancestors understood the potential pitfalls of entrenched power and the influence of big money in 
politics. The incumbent Senator has been in office for 16 years. He now seeks to extend that tenure to two decades. 
His prolonged service has led to detachment from the concerns of everyday citizens. 

Just consider his vote to weaken the caucus system. This system allows ordinary people to run for office without 
relying on BIG MONEY. However, the Senator’s vote favored signature gathering over delegate input. 

In this election cycle, the Senator used the signature gathering mechanism he helped establish. But, he failed to 
garner enough signatures resulting in a $22,000 campaign expense to a firm that gathers signatures. In contrast, 
Chad’s  campaign has cost just $6,000. The entire annual salary for a State Senator in Utah is less than the cost 
of the incumbent’s failed attempt to get enough signatures to ignore the delegates wishes.

Given these facts, it’s worth questioning,  is the Senator really that “powerful” ? Does his claim align with 
reality? If he can’t gather enough signatures from the citizens he has represented for 16 years, perhaps his 
“power” isn’t as robust as he advertises.

This Saturday you will have the opportunity to decide who will best represent your interests on Capitol Hill. 
Remember, the republic thrives when citizens actively engage in the process and make informed decisions.  

EMAIL:          votebennion@gmail.com 
MOBILE:        435-767-3050 (text or call)
WEBSITE:     VoteBennion.com Go to VoteBennion.com to read and learn more about this and other issues. 

A different kind of campaign. 
A different type of Senator. 
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BIG MONEY
 IS CHANGING OUR STATE 
& OUR REPRESENTATION! 


